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With the Commonwealth
Games on our doorstep it is
important to look at what
sport can achieve for athletes.
Outstanding performances will thrust athletes into the
limelight. Alternatively, just giving ‘it’ a go can also have
the same result. Remember Eddie the Eagle – he became
a household name for just giving downhill jumping a go.
It is so important to be seen to be inspiring and a ‘good
sport’ regardless of winning or losing.

PERMISSION TO BE YOURSELF

In a traditional sense a brand is a name or a symbol. In
coaching and teaching it represents you and what you
stand for. As an athlete it is how you show yourself to the
world. You are your brand.

You develop confidence as you develop your personal
brand. That confidence comes from looking at your
strengths and knowing that you have many positive
qualities to share. When you know that you have
something of value to offer, your self-esteem soars.
By building your personal brand it can highlight your
strengths and give you a direction in which to use them.

So, who are you?
Your actions and your words define who you are to
others. How authentic and honest you are with yourself
will clearly define you. Show the person you are – ‘live
your core beliefs’. Be the brand you want to be. A good
place to start is to demonstrate genuine concern for
others through your actions and words.
During some sports programs, athletes have spoken about
how important their brand is. The impression people
have of you is what you leave them with last. How well
you played, how well you mixed with other athletes, how
you either won or lost, the language while participating,
your body language and so on. It is extremely important
to treat others the way you would like to be treated.
Personal branding is about deciding to take an active role
in the direction of your life. You benefit from creating
a personal brand because it allows you to self-manage
your life. Your personal brand helps you make the most of
what you have to offer and to show that to others. Some
important things to remember:

The personal branding process assures you that it’s okay
to be yourself. If you’ve built your life on pretenses — on
attempts to be someone you are not — this assurance
to really know who you are and what you stand for is a
huge relief. Personal branding is about expressing your
authentic self by allowing you to be the person you are
meant to be.
GAINS IN CONFIDENCE

As an added bonus, personal branding also minimizes
your weaknesses. It’s human nature to want to improve
your weaknesses, but by crafting your brand, you can
determine how you wish to be seen and build on your
strengths.
BUILDING CREDIBILITY
People want to know your goals. You build credibility not
through your words but through your actions. If you live
your personal brand and keep your brand promise, you
earn credibility. Actions validate that you can be trusted
and show that you are credible.
LEAVING YOUR MARK
Part of the branding process is becoming known for
something. Your first step is to identify your best
characteristics so that you know what to build on. In a
way, developing a personal brand is a form of leaving a

legacy. People will remember you through your actions,
your performance, your involvement, and the emotional
connections that you make.
In building your brand it means you need to be brave
enough to let your true self be visible.
SHOW YOU ARE DIFFERENT FROM THE COMPETITION
Everyone notices what is different, what is special or
even, what is nice. You notice the person dressed in red in
a sea of black clothing. To be seen as different or proud of
who you are is crucial to your personal branding success.
If you are not like everyone else in your sport, you stand
out from the crowd.
SUPPORT WHEN NEEDED
If you create a strong, pleasant brand, people genuinely
want to help you. The problem is that if you are vague
about what you need, no one is going to jump in and
try to figure your life out for you (except perhaps your
mother). You need to be clear about who you are and
what you need so that you can ask for the support you
really want. Defining your personal brand helps you
determine your needs and identify who is most likely able
to help you achieve them.
FOCUS YOUR ENERGY
A benefit of having a personal brand is that when you
have a clear understanding of who you are, what you do
best, who you want to work with, and how you want
to use your talents, you also know what you don’t want
in your life. Using your personal brand like a filter allows
you to more easily say yes to the right opportunities and
say ‘no’ to the wrong opportunities. Building your brand
helps you focus your energy on what is important to you.
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A personal brand helps you avoid
reinventing yourself. After you
figure out what you want and
need, your goal should be to use
it over and over so that you can
maximise the benefits. Always be
prepared for your brand to grow
and change positively.
While
watching
the
Commonwealth Games in April,
take the time to look out for
athletes who have a personal
brand. Decide whether it is
positive or negative and how you
can learn from the way they act
and go about their day to day
competition and life. We all learn
from others. Use those messages
to build your brand. Be the person
you would like to be.
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Griffith & GC2108
Griffith University is an Official Partner of the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games (GC2018) and the first ever
university to partner with a Commonwealth or Olympic Games. This world-first partnership offers Griffith students,
staff and graduates the chance to be closely involved in the lead up to and delivery of the biggest event in Australia
this decade.
The partnership builds on Griffith’s history with the Commonwealth Games. Athletes at the 1982 Commonwealth
Games in Brisbane were accommodated at Griffith’s Nathan campus, which was next door to QEII Stadium where the
Opening Ceremony and other key events were held.
This will be an exciting time for Griffith with many of our students, staff, researchers and facilities playing an important
part. Our Gold Coast campus will be a hive of activity during GC2018. Already, students have completed 110 internships
with The Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation (GOLDOC) and its partners across a range of areas
including press operations, human resource operations, volunteer selection, sport, engineering and IT. Approximately
150 students will complete internships during the Games in April.
Staff from across the university will lend their expertise through secondments, placements and consulting with GOLDOC.
A number of research projects which focus on areas such as legacy, sustainability, health, science, tourism and business
are well underway or have already been completed. Griffith University and the Griffith Sports College partnered with
the Commonwealth Games Federation to conduct a research project delivering four high performance sport camps to
50 Oceania athletes in 2017 and 2018. The purpose of these camps to train, test, treat and educate the athletes was
realised when over 30 athletes and 3 para-athletes were selected to represent their countries and compete at GC2018.
With the GC2018 Village located across the road from our Gold Coast campus, athletes and officials will have easy
access to our world-class facilities in the lead up to and during the Games. Key facilities they will use include: our new
Gold Coast Aquatic Centre, which includes a 50m pool and associated fitness area, a national standard athletics track,
which includes a synthetic running surface, full throwing cage, pole vault and a water jump facilities and the ‘Red
Zone’, an interactive learning space, which features massive projection displays and hands-on technology, and offers a
unique and creative space for meetings, collaboration and study.
With the support of the Griffith Sports College, student athletes are balancing study with training for selection to
represent their Nation at GC2018. With a proven track record of personal and medal success at past Commonwealth,
Olympic and Paralympic Games, we look forward to cheering on our athletes on home soil.

Sports Super Centre
“Super gym” to open
on Gold Coast
The Sports Super Centre on the Gold Coast is opening the doors to a brand new “Super-gym”
on March 16, 2018!
World-renowned fitness brand, Life Fitness Australia, will modernise and completely overhaul
the centre’s current gym. Once the gym is completed, our members and the local community
will have access to one of the best and most unique facilities of its kind on the Gold Coast.
The Sport Super Centre’s new gym will be on a par with other impressive Life Fitness Australia
gyms in Queensland, including training facilities built for the Brisbane Broncos, Bond University,
the Brisbane Lions, Cricket Australia and the Queensland Reds.
The fully upgraded, open-air gym at the Sports Super Centre will boast state-of-the-art
facilities suited to members and guests of all abilities and fitness levels. So no matter if you’re a
once a week weightlifter or an elite sportsperson, we’ve got you covered.
Combining the new gym with our group exercise classes, heated swimming pools and more,
the Sports Super Centre will be unrivalled as a one-stop shop for the community’s health and
fitness needs.
For more information on the Sports Super Centre’s new gym, visit www.sportssupercentre.com.
au/new-gym or call (07) 5500 9988.

Carbine Club
The Gold Coast Academy of Sport is excited to continue the association with the Carbine Club of Queensland. This joint venture was started two years ago to support a
young up and coming athlete in their pursuit of excellence in sport. Named “The Glynis Nunn” award, the Scholarship will be given to an athlete between the ages of 15
and 18 who is striving towards their personal pursuit of excellence. The athlete will receive a Bursary of $5000 over a twelve (12) month period with the GCAS selecting
and monitoring the process.
The Carbine Club of Queensland is proud to work with the Academy and help promote Junior sport in Queensland, in keeping with the ideals of The Carbine Club of
Queensland. I am very humbled and pleased to have my name associated with a program that is helping promising junior athletes in Queensland.
The athlete will need to demonstrate high standards of responsibility, resilience, courage, dedication, humility, dedication and social skills. It is hoped that the bursary will
help an athlete who has had to cope with significant life challenges in their training and competition. Athletes who do not receive any financial support from other bodies
and who would like to apply can do so through the GCAS website. The Carbine Club and GCAS will be asking athletes to nominate. The board of the GCAS would like to
thank the Carbine Club for their generous support of a promising athlete and look forward to the association in the future. The successful applicant will become part of the
Future Stars program which is part of the development programs run under the Gold Coast Academy of Sport umbrella.
I would like to encourage athletes from any sport to apply for this scholarship. In the last two years it has been given to a female athlete, the first was Amy Coulston, who
went onto compete for Australia in Fiji. Tianah List from 2017 has now taken a scholarship with the University of Alabama to continue her athletic pursuits.
Applications will close at the end of April so please do not hesitate to contact the Academy for further information. -Glynis Nunn OAM

Program Reports - Autumn 2018
Rugby Union

AFL Camp

The 2018 Rugby Union program has kicked off with 28 participants
from numerous clubs on the Gold Coast. Two development coaches
are being mentored by our head coach, ensuring that a good coaching
legacy is passed on. RACV Royal Pines is the picturesque setting for
the program, where the U12 players brush up on their playing skills as
well as attending educational sessions covering nutrition, goal setting,
body maintenance and strength & condition. A match is planned in
March and also a block booking to watch a Reds match at Suncorp
stadium.

GCAS will be providing educational core sessions to
Southport Sharks at their AFL camp in March. This
camp was planned for 2017 but due to some inclement
weather – ‘Cyclone Debbie’, it was cancelled.

Special Athletics Program
2018 sees the introduction of the AWD athletics
program. These athletes are preparing for the national
championships in Adelaide in April this year.

Upcoming programs:
Future Stars / Rugby League

Foot Exercises for Athletes
I am not sure if parents, or athletes put much priority
in the care of their feet. Ifpossibleit is good for
athletes  to undertake foot exercises in t heir warm u
 p/
warm down, a nd, just g enerally, i n their l ives, as many 
of them n
 eglect t he v ery thing t hat gets t hem places 
– their feet.”
This one foot exercise could c hange everything.
In general, good athletes w
 ill understand t he 
importance of well-functioning f eet. S ome b ecause 
a simple f oot injury s idelined them in the past, and 
others b ecause t hey r ecognise t he benefits of wellfunctioning feet f or b etter p erformance.
Consisting o f one q uarter of t he b ones in y our body, 
your feet are an e ngineering m
 arvel designed to 
withstand huge forces, which o n t he track can be up 
to a staggering 3 0 t imes your b odyweight. Just l et 
that s ink in for a moment - y ou t imes 30. Yep, the feet 
deserve some attention.
There a re 20 muscles i nside e ach f oot, and a nother 
20 muscles that a ct o n e ach foot f rom the lower leg. 
These muscles n
 eed t o b e w
 ork together in synergy to 
enable you to perform at y our best.

Problems arise when one muscle is being over or 
underused leading to imbalance, compensation and 
loss of efficiency.
That’s why a t Posture Podiatry we’re big o n helping 
athlete’s feet to function well by themselves. And 
there’s one exercise that can determine whether your 
feet are fit for competition or not.
The exercise is so simple, you can even do it right now 
while reading this.
Do this: While seated, stretch one leg o ut in front 
of you and make a big, slow circles with your foot - 
moving only your foot and ankle. Now, the temptation 
is to rush this, but i t’s really important to make SLOW 
deliberate circles with your foot (it s hould take more 
than 10 seconds to complete one revolution).

together, and that could mean problems down the 
track.
Practice this until the slow circles are smooth and 
consistent, and you’ll be training your muscles to 
communicate better with each other. Repeat before 
and after your training sessions to ensure they’re still 
working well together.
And, if you’re having trouble getting the movements 
right, book an appointment to see a podiatrist who 
uses foot mobilisation and manual therapy in their 
approach to improving foot function and mobility.

The key is to be able to balance your muscle action 
to be able to complete a full circle smoothly and 
deliberately. Take note of any small jolts, pauses and 
twitches as you move your foot in a circle.
Any interruption to smooth circle movements could 
mean you have a problem with muscles working 

Injury – setback or
inspiration for future?
An injury means many things to different people. It
can mean anxiety, pressure, the end of a dream, pain
or a ‘lesson’. As an athlete and later as a coach, you
tend to think of this word as ‘the devil’. It is something
you never really want to think about but something
you always need to have in the back of your mind and
know how to deal with, if it ever happens.
Athletes inevitably deal with injuries in many ways.
And, obviously, it depends on the injury (area and
extent) as to what can and can’t be achieved in the
immediate future.
Often an injury will demonstrate or show others how
resilient you are. How injury will either push you on to
discover what you can achieve, or will it spiral you into
the depths of depression. You can look at an injury as
a challenge to see how you can develop and grow as
an athlete and person.
There are many times, as an athlete, I have taken my
performances and training for granted. To be able to
just grab my flats, put them on and go for a run. It is
only when you can’t do what you normally do that it
makes you realise how much physical activity means.
The ability to clear your mind and do something you
have always done without question is a privilege and
should be treasured. So many times injury has see
me in the pool, on a bike or doing some other rehab
work. This, in itself, can play such an important role in
developing your positive mindset. To do the ‘normal’
things reflects the love for sport and activity that has
played such a big part in my life. The opportunity to
go outside, push your body to the limit and challenge
performance is special. When being thrown into
another world which is alien (gym, pool or bike)
is acceptable for a short time, but it soon loses its

difference after a few weeks. To be able to set daily
goals and challenges is so important. I also feel it is
good to write these sessions down and see progress.
This helps to remain positive.
Whilst a change is a novelty for a while, the normality
of physical running and drills is something that you
yearn for. An injury can often highlight a specific
weakness or imbalance that might exist in the body
or even identify technical problems. It is important
at this stage to create a plan on how to address the
problems to turn the focus into a positive. This plan
can also provide the athlete with a time frame which
is useful when trying to keep the athlete focused,
energetic and driven.
As an athlete, our health can sometimes teeter on the
edge of a fence – work too hard and you can push
yourself to the other side – illness or injury. In this way,
the athlete, under the guidance of the coach needs to
be aware of their training capacity. If injured or ill, it
is essential to access the network of professionals that
are available (eg. physio, doctor, masseur).
Results don’t always happen within the first few
years of training/competition. Even after 15 years of
competition, I always expected more of myself than
my coach. It is so important to refine and understand
your own personal ‘injury prevention’ strategy. Know
the warning signs – the ‘tipping’ points, both physical
and mental. Ensure a balanced diet, daily routine,
appropriate footwear, routine check-ups, massage and
recovery techniques. The onset of mild pain, tiredness,
stiffness or discomfort needs to be considered and
training modified (sleep and stress can affect in many
ways). Self-treatment such as rolling, icing, trigger
pointing, stretching, specific muscle activation and

strengthening are essential and can quickly improve
any symptoms that are seen.
It does take time to build this approach and awareness
and trust the coach and professionals that you are
working with. Each individual is different and as such
should all be treated on their merits or problems. Being
adaptable, open minded and careful are qualities that
are developed with experience.
Having said all this is wonderful, but when faced with
an injury it is best to deal with it immediately with
the proper professionals – guidance always helps. First
thing to do – R.I.C.E.R
Rest
Ice
Compression
Elevation
Referral / Rehabilitation
To all athletes in the program – take care of yourself
and ensure you apply the above treatment and remain
positive.

Future Stars
2018
Offering educational opportunities for all sporting
athletes on the Gold Coast. The Gold Coast Academy of
Sport offers programs in Rugby Union, Rugby League,
Basketball, Soccer, Aussie Rules, Cricket and Surf Life
Saving. The Future Stars program is designed for those
athletes involved in sports that fall outside of these
regular programs offered by the Academy. Athletes
from ANY sport are encouraged to apply to be part of
this program (sports such as Gymnastics, Track and Field,
Volleyball, Surfing, Touch, Tennis, Cycling and Swimming
to name a few). Athletes already part of a scheduled
program are able to be part of this program as there are
further educational units which are covered.
The focus of training will be on individual movement
development and basic fitness. In addition to these
skills and fitness training there will be core educational
sessions for the athletes to help themselves prepare off
the field and grow on a personal level.
The program will cater for basic fitness elements of
athletes and build on their awareness of important issues/
aspects that are essential in the development as an elite
performance athlete. We understand that all sports have
individual skill needs which the athlete has to target, but
the underlying strength and basic movement patterns
are general areas that can be worked on, regardless of the
competition sport. In addition to these skill development
sessions, athletes will be involved in a number of core
educational sessions to help them develop and grow to
become a ‘student of their own event and sport’. These
sessions will include nutrition, psychology, study skills and
time-management to name a few. With links to one of
our major partners, Griffith University, these educational
sessions will help the athletes develop into an all-round
athlete on and off the field of play. This performance
development program provides physical and mental skill
which will benefit the athlete outside of normal club and
association trainings.
It is understood and accepted that once an athlete is
accepted into the program that they will attend all
compulsory training and educational sessions as set
down by the coordinator that are scheduled. If, for some
reason, the athlete is unable to attend due to sickness/
other commitments, it is expected that the coordinator
/ GCAS is advised. On completion of the program, all
athletes will be recognised at the ‘End of year graduation’
ceremony conducted at the RACV (Late September).
Some feedback from athletes and parents involved in
past Future Stars programs.
“It’s been a busy year for the boy, Lachlan and myself
think the sessions with Future Stars and GCAS Cricket
have helped him through especially with the mental and
physical approach to the game”.
“Casey was a wonderful program facilitator and it was
evident when at the conclusion of the proceedings
the Future Stars gathered together for celebration,
congratulations, photos and friendship. Casey did a
great job of fostering a positive and productive team
environment. I have personally thanked her but want to
ensure I everyone know. Self-belief was biggest hurdle
overcome in my son’s career.
“The program was great. Lots of good information.
Perhaps fitness to be part of every session. Casey was
excellent as a coordinator and leader - she made all
sessions fun and interesting. I hope I can do a program
again”.

“Excellent program for young athletes. Has made me
a better person and more educated about my sport. It
has also given me information to pass on to others”. “The
most important thing I learnt was how to look after my
body before sport and after all sessions - very good and
very informative”.
The Gold Coast Academy of Sport (GCAS) Future Stars
Program is proudly supported by Runaway Bay Sports
Super Centre. If you would like to apply for this program,
please go to the website or contact us via email, facebook
or call. The program is due to commence in May after the
completion of the Commonwealth Games and will run
through to October 2018.
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Magic Millions’ Yearling Sale
History was made early in the new
year when Magic Millions’ Gold
Coast Yearling Sale returned record
increases across the board. The auction
produced the best result in its 32 year
history and became the highest ever
grossing yearling sale in the Southern
Hemisphere.
The Book One sale saw over 90 per cent of yearlings offer sell (694 lots in all) at a
record average price of $225,771 and record sale aggregate of $156,685,000. The top
selling yearling of the event was a colt by I Am Invincible from the stakes winning
mare Tai Tai Tess who sold for $2 million to a group of buyers led by American
investor Jon Kelly. Over the sale a record nine yearlings sold for $1 million or more.
The $2 million colt was sold by Yarraman Park Stud and that stud’s Harry Mitchell
couldn’t have been more thrilled with the result. “The most important thing is that
racing in this country has become fun again. Ownership is so much more achievable
here as opposed to other countries…. you only need to have a look at the number of
syndicates. A horse like (Gold Coast sold) Redzel comes out and wins the $10 million
The Everest and what about the $10 million raceday on the Gold Coast…. a lot of
those winners had big teams of owners. Great stuff.”
The raceday in 2018 featured a number of high class performances led by Sunlight’s
win in the Magic Millions 2YO Classic and Pierata’s record breaking $1.7 million
sweep by racing away with the Gold Coast Magic Millions 3YO Guineas.
Each year the Gold Coast Yearling Sale and Carnival attracts thousands of interstate
and international visitors to the region - among them in 2018 was Magic Millions
Racing Women ambassador, Olympic Silver Medallist and grand daughter of Her
Majesty The Queen, Zara Phillips OBE and her husband, rugby league international
Mike Tindall. Another familiar face over the carnival was Australia’s own Olympic Hall
of Famer Dawn Fraser.
The next Gold Coast based sale for Magic Millions will be the Gold Coast March
Yearling Sale on March 19 and 20. It’s free to attend with full catering and bar
facilities available. For more information visit www.magicmillions.com.au.

The
2018 Collection
Item
Track Suit
Hoodie

Price
$50.00
$25.00

XS S M L XL
• • • •
• • •
•

• Available Size

All tracksuits and
hoodies are available
from the GCAS office.
Please either contact
Joanne or Glynis with
orders OR speak to
Joanne at training
sessions. Both of these
uniform pieces will
be great coming into
winter.
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